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An interview with Akmal Nur
Text: Alina Hasanova  

Talented artist Akmal Nur is the brightest representative of modern fine arts in 
Uzbekistan. His work is widely recognised both in Uzbekistan and abroad. Akmal 

Nur’s paintings are represented in museums, galleries, and private collections 
around the world, and since 2012 he has been the Chairman of the Academy of 

Arts of Uzbekistan.

Raphael of the East

Creative 
people 
need to 
dream
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Which of the World’s artists have 
influenced your Work? are there any 
favourites?

Globally, I have always loved Raphael 
Santi, an Italian artist and a brilliant 
representative of the Renaissance. 
When I entered the Benkov Art School 
at the age of 15, I started dreaming 
of seeing Raphael’s works and going 
to his house-museum. It is true that 
when you dream about something good, 
your dreams come true. And a creative 
person needs to dream. 

The right time came. I have visited 
Italy more than once, going to the 
same venues as great painters such 
as Donatello, Michelangelo, Botticeli, 
and Leonardo da Vinci. I also had the 
chance to visit the Uffizi Gallery in 
Florence and see first hand the poetic 
works of Renaissance artists. I loved 

N
ur means “light” in Uzbek. This name was given to, and chosen by, the artist 
at the same time. A living legend, Akmal Nur believes in the power of love and 
shares these values through his masterpieces.

To learn more about Akmal Nur’s work, we visited his workshop -- his personal 
art space -- where the magic happens and he transfers his ideas to canvas. 
The art studio has a cosy, tranquil atmosphere; beautifully wrought iron 
decorations, unusual figurines, and Rishtan tableware decorate the shelves. It 
feels rather like a museum, as every item has a story behind it. The panoramic 

view from the balcony is a bird’s eye view of Tashkent’s silhouette.

them all, but I have always singled out 
Raphael’s work for its refinement and 
beauty. I visited the city where Raphael 
was born – Urbino. In the house where 
the painter grew up, I prayed quietly to 
myself that I could feel the light spirit of 
Raphael. And I think that to some extent 
the work of Raphael Santi influenced 
my work as well. 

But, of course, I also had a passion for 
the works of other artists. I love Rene 
Magritte and Vrubel very much.

What did you like to draW in your 
childhood?

Since I was a kid, I’ve loved to draw 
fish (laughs). It is maybe because they 
were easy to draw. I also liked to draw 
ships. Then, slowly, I started to paint 
more and more flowers. A little later, 
came the ornaments. So I went to the 
pioneer house and began to learn to 
draw traditional national paintings and 
ornaments. But, fate has put everything 
in its place.

What type of literature are you 
interested in?  

I like reading poetry. In prose, I read 
more philosophical works, like Chingiz 
Aitmatov and the peculiar thoughts of 
Hermann Hesse. I like Irving Stone’s 
Flours and Joy, and Frederick Stendal’s 
Red and Black. I have reread Leo 
Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina several times. 
I felt so close to the pictures he creates 
and the states of love he describes: I 
named some of my works after Anna, 
and I dedicated my painting Rose to 
her. 

“Confession”, 2017 “Purity”, 2014

T
he museum itself is the best sample of architectural 
and decorative art of Uzbekistan in the late XIX and 
early XX centuries, with interesting history of its 
creation. The present building of the museum was 
constructed in 1870. The first owner of the house 

was an official on special assignments under the General-
Governor of Turkestan region, a famous connoisseur of 
eastern art and collector – Alexander Polovtsev Jr. For the 
decoration of the house, the diplomat invited the best local 
craftsmen from different regions of the country.    

The Museum of Applied Art of Uzbekistan can 
be compared to the magic chest, which contains 
treasures of extraordinary beauty– a collection 
of decorative and unique objects from ancient 

times used in everyday life by Uzbek people. 

Museum of Applied Arts  
in Uzbekistan

Text: Alina Hasanova      
Photos: Baha Dju 

A hookah room, hall for guests and terrace has been kept 
perfectly in all their pristine beauty up to now. The walls of 
the building, both outside and inside were decorated with 
ancient ganch carving and majolica with beautiful oriental 
ornament. It is difficult to stop looking and admiring at the 
inspiring ceilings with painted muqarnas – protrusions, that 
look like stalactites. The colons from old tree chinara’s with 
charming carved design support general composition of the 
design. Special attention should be paid to five picturesque 
panels which decorate the walls of hookah room. They 
were created by the famous artist of Uzbekistan – Chingiz 
Akhmarov in 1986-1991 years. Looking at these rooms, a 
visitor easily imagines the atmosphere of solemn events in 
the guest room, the conversations of royals, walking through 
the colorful terrace, the aroma of the hookah that played 
a role of the present for the guests in a specially allocated 
room. In 1938, a Museum of Handicraft of Uzbekistan was 
exactly in this architectural location from 1977, which 
consequently gained the status of the Museum of Applied Arts 
of Uzbekistan during Independence years.

The collection of folk decorative – applied art objects which 
are exhibited in the museum are diverse and there are more 
than 700 exhibits. An impressive selection of hand-made 
embroidery such as suzane, carpets, embroidered national 
clothes, skullcaps has been presented there. Each region of the 
country has a unique and special style, color spectrum, specific 
pattern, and the embroidering technique. It is quite easy to 
broaden our horizon about the symbol and traditions in such 
a complicated process like suzane embroidering. To be more 
clear several masters had to work 4 months for completion of 
one wall-suzane which is about 2x2 meters. The collection of 
woven carpets in XIX-XX centuries: silk, woolen, with short 
and long fleece, and the carpets from thick cotton of different 
regions grab our attention with their beauty. 

The process of suzane creation and carpets has been greatly 
shortened in terms of time with the introduction of new 
technology as weaving machines and advancement of sewing. 
However, all techniques and pattern layout and style done 
manually were preserved until now.   

The collection of pottery art from the main centers of 
ceramics in Uzbekistan is stored in the museum. It is possible 

to differentiate various schools table style, pattern, thickness 
by the work of masters from Rishtan, Shakhrisabz, Gijduvan, 
and Tashkent. For example, in Rishtan and Khorezm schools 
of ceramics, the usage of blue color is more common. 
Painting “ishqor” with blue color appeared at the end of 
the XIV century, in the era of Amir Temur. Glaze patterns 
of brown, yellow and green by terracotta are mostly used in 
Samarkand school of ceramics.   

Inside of the museum, it is also possible to get acquainted 
with a collection of national musical instruments, ancient 
jewelry, and works of masters of wood carving, coinage 
and other unusual objects of applied art in Uzbekistan. 
The museum’s collection includes more than 7,500 unique 
exhibits, mainly created in the 19th and 20th centuries, 
but there are also exhibits from the 2nd to 12th centuries 

- these are ceramic household items. These original items 
are a reflection of the century’s memory and the wisdom 
of generations. Poetry, music, dances, and artworks are 
reflected in the applied art of folk artists. In addition to the 
decorative function, it reveals and transfers the values and 
knowledge of the ancestors to future generations. 

As a pleasant bonus, visitors of the Museum of Applied Art 
will have a clear idea of the origin and variety of folk art, as 
well as understanding of national souvenirs.

Museum works seven days a week, from 9 am to 6 pm.
Phone number: +998 71 256-40-42
Entrance ticket (adult) for locals and foreigners cost 21.000 
sums (approx. $2). Excursion costs 25.000 sums (approx. $2.5). 
Photoshoot costs 20.0000 sums (approx. $2).
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Nature  

Mysterious Uzbekistan
KYZYL CANYON

Nature of Uzbekistan is unique and incredibly diverse. It 
is composed of sand-dunes of the deserts and blossoming 
oases, snowy mountains and alpine meadows. Enjoy the 

beautiful natural treasure of the country.

Text and photo by Sharof Egamberdiev

Near the village of Kofrun, on 
the way to Kumkurgan, there is 

one of the marvelous nature monu-
ments of Uzbekistan - Kyzyl canyon. 
Stretching for 30 km, the canyon is 
a unique closed ecosystem with its 
amazing flora and fauna. The highest 

point of the canyon is Mount Buri-
takht (1218 m).

Thousands of years of erosion, wind 
and water left their prints on the guise 
of the canyon reminiscent of the places 
from another worlds. Dissected by by 

dozens of gorges, consisting of stone 
labyrinths, Kyzyl is a harsh stony desert.

The canyon completely dries up by 
the end of May, and only rare springs 
such as Batmabulak and Bitau remain 
available throughout the year. 
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investments

10 REASONS 
TO INVEST IN TOURISM 

IN UZBEKISTAN

The tourism industry of Uzbekistan has a significant potential, as the liberalisation of the 
country’s economy attracts more and more international investors. In 2018 the tourist flow 
to Uzbekistan increased twice compared to 2017. Traveler’s votes are high for Uzbekistan in 
opinion polls and ratings of National Geographic, Lonely Planet, AirBnB and other sources. 
Being at the beginning of new economic results is perhaps the best thing that can happen to 

investments. Our editorial team has prepared a checklist, why it is worth investing in tourism 
industry of Uzbekistan right now.

1. GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

Government shows a great 
interest in the development of 
tourism infrastructure, providing 
assistance in simplification of 
processes and encouraging in the 
segment. The State Committee on 
Tourism of Uzbekistan presented 
the Concept for the development 
of tourism in the country until 
2025, where the priorities are: 
the development of tourism 
and related infrastructure, the 
formation of an accessible and 
comfortable tourist environment; 
implementation and strengthening 
of the social role of external and 
domestic tourism; improving the 
quality and competitiveness of the 
tourist product of Uzbekistan in 
the domestic and global markets
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4. NEW TOURIST ZONES

Free tourism zones are created in Uzbekistan, 
providing attractive conditions for the construction 
and operation of hotel and cultural and recreational 
complexes, shopping and entertainment centres, and 
other facilities. Among them are Chimgan-Charvak 
resort area in the Tashkent region, Tashkent City and 
Samarkand City projects, Ancient Bukhara and others.2. LIBERALIZATION OF ECONOMY

Over the past two years, in the various world 
rankings, including the World Bank Doing Business, 
a huge dynamics of changes in the economy 
of Uzbekistan is visible. In the Ease of Doing 
Business index - in 2018 Uzbekistan is on the 11th 
place. Simplification of procedures in the field 
of hotel business and tourism services continues, 
including the abolition of certain types of licensing, 
the transfer of the regulatory function of local 
authorities to the practice of public control. Cross-
border trade and relations between the countries 
of Central Asia are developing, which leads to an 
increase in the flow of regional tourists, as well as 
new opportunities for combined tours and services.

5. TOURIST KLONDIKE

Uzbekistan has a huge tourism potential: 
food tourism; mountain and eco-tourism; 
tourism on the cultural and historical 
heritage of the country; alpine skiing 
tourism; pilgrimage tourism. Currently 
demand exceeds supply in all areas of 
tourism in Uzbekistan: from infrastructure 
to tour operators, guides and quality service. 
Small presence of well-known international 
hotel brands and high demand for affordable 
hostels and guest houses opens many 
opportunities for investment. The low level 
of competition is evident in the field of smart 
tourism solutions, the implementation of IT 
at cultural heritage sites, the development 
of audio guides for museums, convenient 
smart-navigation around the cities, online 
services for booking, etc.

3. TAX INCENTIVES

Companies that take part in the construction and modernization of 
hotels are exempt from taxes for a period of 5 years. For companies 
that build thematic and ethno-parks these tax incentives are given 
for 3 years. Foreign specialists working in local hotels are exempt 
from income tax. Import of specialised equipment and components 
for the hospitality industry is exempted from custom fees for 5 years. 
Customs exemptions for the importation of specialized equipment 
and components for the hospitality industry are valid for 5 years. 
Entrepreneurs are provided unused land in perspective areas for 
the development of tourism, with the right of exemption from 
land tax. Long-term loans (up to 15 years) with minimal interest 
and flexible conditions are allocated for the construction and 
modernization of tourist infrastructure facilities.

M
y husband and I love a little trip for a 
couple of days. They expand horizons 
and inspire to new goals. We specially 
went to get some rest from city-life 
routine to the music festival «STIHIA» 

in Karakalpakstan. It attracts hundreds of 
foreigners-lovers of electronic music. The 
festival is held for the second time in the desert 
Muynak on the former bottom of the Aral Sea. 
The road was long, first by plane to Nukus, 
then three hours by bus to the city, where is 
a «Graveyard of ships» and the festival itself 
happens. The trip is not easy, but impressive.

On this trip, we even managed to combine art 
explorations. Our first stop in Nukus was the 
world-famous Savitsky State Art Museum. The 
uniqueness and great value, in addition to 
works of art of Uzbekistan, Karakalpakstan and 
Ancient Khorezm, are considered paintings by 
Russian artists, later they were called avant-
garde, but for a long time in the USSR, their 
work was banned from shows.  We definitely 
recommend to visit it!

Muynak is located in Karakalpakstan, which 
is very different from the rest of Uzbekistan. 
For example, people here speak their own 
Karakalpak language.  Despite the seeming 

I live in Uzbekistan for more than a year and still discover this 
country for myself. When it is possible for a weekend escape it is 

always a real holiday for the soul. I am from Russia, but only here I 
understood that I am a real cosmopolitan, because there are so many 

amazing places and people in the world. Authentic Uzbekistan is a 
real treasure!

REBOOT 
FROM ROUTINE

Text: Valeriya Galikhanova 

emptiness, we noticed that the city is 
now rapidly built up and ennobled. 
After all, tourists come here from 
all over the world to see the place 
of the ecologic situation – what is 
left of the Aral Sea, and rusty huge 
abandoned ships on the former pier.  
In some places there are retro posters, 
reminiscent of the glorious past of 
the fishing town. By the way, next to 
the “Graveyard of ships” is a very small 
Museum, where even canned fish 
stored, which was mined in the sea. The 
air here is very dry, and if you have dry 
skin, it is probably better to come here 
in the spring, because in August the sun 
is still too hot, and the wind raises the 

salty sand and carries far thousands 
of kilometers. We shook out sand even 
when arrived home, and the husband 
found a small white shell in a suitcase.

The festival was great! We saw that for 
the locals it was the event of the year in 
their small town. So, to dance among 
the Germans and the British we did 
not succeed because there were a lot 
of locals with children! But it was fun 
and very cool! You all merge with the 
desert, people from different parts 
of the planet and you are all part of 
a whole. Unusual music was full of 
meditation on the regeneration of these 
places. You dance and really think that 

stream of water will fall upon you and 
here formed by the sea again. By the 
way, the mission of “Stihia” is to draw 
public attention to this place and help 
it recover.

You can stay here in a local hotel or 
guest houses. Of course with minimal 
comfort, but with the local hospitality, 
a cup of green tea and fresh naan you 
forget about all. Would like to end with 
a favorite quote of Mark Twain “Travel 
is fatal to prejudice, fanaticism, and 
limitation, so they are so badly needed 
by many people.” Well, we’ll be planning 
our next weekend, I promise to share 
impressions!
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Hereditary ceramist, who follows the steps of his ancestors, talented 
Rustam Muzafarov, of Shakhrisabz dynasty in seventh generation, 
studies the secrets of ceramics from his childhood. Attend a master-

class on traditional ceramics.

Rustam Muzafarov’s creativity 
is the tradition of Shakhrisabz 
school. Birds, pomegranates, 
solar flowers and dotted 

carvings reflect bright creativity in 
his works. He is the successor of 
the Muzaffarov’s dynasty, has won 
a number of national competitions 
and with his contribution to the 
development of ceramic industry. His 
main purpose is to bring traditions 
and secrets of ceramics to the future 
generation. He won the UNESCO World 
Quality Indicator in 2014 and became 
the first master in Uzbekistan, who was 
able to gain this certificate. 

To illustrate all moments of ceramic 
creation, Rustam Muzafarov provides 
the classes in his workshop in Tashkent. 

MUST-EXPERIENCE  
A C T I V I T I E S  I N  T A S H K E N T
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Hello Assalomu Alaykum 
Good morning Khayrli tong

Good afternoon Khayrli kun 
Good evening Khayrli oqshom 

Thank you / Thanks  Rakhmat 
Please                         Markhamat / Iltimos 

Sorry Kechirasiz 
All right / OK Yakhshi 
How are you? Yakhshimisiz?

What is your name? Ismingiz nima?
It’s nice to meet you        Tanishganimdan khursandman 
Just a minute please       Bir daqiqa

Welcome                    Khush kelibsiz.
May I take a look at it? Ko’rsam maylimi?

OK                              Kelishdik 
See you later             Ko’rishguncha 

I’ll come back later Keyinroq kelaman 
What time is it? Soat nechi bo’ldi?

 How do I get there? U yerga qanday boraman?
How far is it? Qancha uzoq?

How much is it? Nech pul?
Wow! Why it’s so expensive? Voy, nega buncha qimmat?

Make it cheaper!    Arzonroq qilib bering!
What is it? Bu nima?

Exit / Entrance Chiqish / Kirish
Toilet Khojatkhona 

Can you help me? Yordam bera olasizmi?
My number is Mening raqamim…

Have a nice trip  Oq yo’l
Goodbye         Khayr 

Useful phrases 
for guests of Uzbekistan

NOTE 36 VISIT UZBEKISTAN

In the associative chain of an experienced tourist, Uzbekistan is monolithic 
with the words “Bukhara, Samarkand, Khiva, pilaf.” It seems that these four 

words can accommodate the entire spectrum of centuries-old history, rich 
culture and unique traditions of the country.

PILAF FROM BUKHARA
O S H I  S O F I 

Text: Alena Gorbacheva   
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U
zbekistan played a key role in 
the Great Silk Road, and this 
contributed significantly to 
its rich and diverse cultural 
heritage. It is true to say that 

this link is being cherished to this day 
by Uzbeks of all generations. Elements 
of traditional culture can still be seen 
in the works of young Uzbek creative 
minds and entrepreneurs. Thus, Visit 
Uzbekistan Partnership had the 
pleasure of organizing an art reception 
in order to celebrate the richness of 
the Uzbek culture. The newest issue of 
Visit Uzbekistan magazine was proudly 
presented to guests.    

Silk Road Treasures  
Art Reception 

EVENT

The Visit Uzbekistan Partnership hosted a unique event to celebrate the cultural 
diversity of the Silk Road and to launch the 21st issue of Visit Uzbekistan 

magazine.

Text: Zahra Kazimova  
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Shopping

A cosy ceramics workshop by the 
7th generation craftsmen Akbar 

Rakhimov and his son Alisher. It 
functions as a museum of Tashkent 
school of ceramics, shop and a place 
to learn this ancient art. Visits here 
are only by appointment, but what 
you experience here will blow your 
mind.

Rakhimovs` CeRamiCs studio

15, kukCha daRvoza stReet,
tashkent

You can buy ceramic products in 
many shopping malls in Uzbeki-

stan. For instance, the Siab Bazaar in 
Samarkand is one of the largest and 
oldest bazaars of Uzbekistan and the 
whole Central Asia. The name of the 
bazaar comes from the Persian word 
“black water”, the name of the river, 
which flowed near the bazaar. At the 
bazaar you can find all kinds of Uzbek 
crafts, including the Samarkand 
ceramics. In addition to handicraft 
items, there are various types of 
sweets and Samarkand bread, which 
are known throughout Uzbekistan.

addRess: siab bazaR, 
bibihonim stReet. 
samaRkand

Ceramic 
Discoveries

Treasure HunT

Shakhnoza Ishmatova
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DISTRIBUTION:

Special issues are distributed during state visits, 
major events, conferences, forums, exhibitions, 
presentations, diplomatic receptions inside the 
country and abroad..

Airports and Foreign Representative Offices 
of «Uzbekistan Airways»

International tourism fairs (of the State 
Committee for Tourism)

Railway stations and trains (including 
“Afrosiab” high speed train) 

Uzbekistan embassies, diplomatic and trade 
missions abroad

Uzbekistan hotels and travel agencies

Uzbekistan Constant subscribers  

Offices and shops of direct advertisers



PARTNERSHIP

In 2019, the editors of the Visit 
Uzbekistan magazine announced the 
initiative to create an International 
Business Partnership to develop and 
promote the tourism potential of 
Uzbekistan. The Advisory Board of 
this partnership has already included 
experts from 9 countries of the world, 
including:
Sophie Ibbotson, Uzbekistan Tourism 
Ambassador to the UK, Founder of 
Maximum Exposure, UK;
Axel Porsch, founder of Porsch 
Communications, Germany;
Tan Bilje, Head of Media Buying 
Agencies in Turkey and Germany;
Yegor Sharay, editor-in-chief, 
Consierge magazine, UAE;
Julia Shchukina, founder of the agency

Know-How Media on countries 
development, Russia;
Karen Anand, writer and famous 
business lady, India;
Mauro Lovecchio, founder of Studio 
Lovecchio in Italy, Czech Republic, 
China and Uzbekistan;
Gleb Borukov, Investment Director of 
Realia Capital Group London;
Georgi Tskhakaia, co-founder of the 
Azerbaijani company GLCC Solutions 
for consulting government reforms.
What does participation in the 

Business Club give?
•  access to international 

networking;
•  consultation of foreign experts;
•  looking ahead - development of 

discount diplomatic cards;
•  access to the diplomatic 

community in Uzbekistan;
•  participation in international 

projects, both inside Uzbekistan 
and abroad;

•  corporate trainings from foreign 
experts;

- design projects, visual 
materials, support in the development 
of printed products;
- marketing support, and other 
types of cooperation.

If you want to get more detailed 
information about the Visit Uzbekistan 
Business Club, we are ready to send 
you a presentation and advise you by 
phone or over a cup of tea.

The editorial staff of Visit Uzbekistan 
directs 30% of all their receipts to 
the implementation of the tasks of 
the business club and to support the 
tourism potential of Uzbekistan.

Presentation of Visit Uzbekistan Partnership, 
Tashkent, May 2019

Summer Garden Party, London, June 2019

Art Reception, Tashkent, October 
2019

World Influencers Congress, 
Tashkent, August 2019 

The Luxury Symposium, Delhi, 
October 2019

Uzinvest Forum, London, 
November 2019

Fashion Show of Central Asian 
Designers, Kuala Lumpur, 
December 2019 

Cultural evening of Uzbekistan, 
Сингапур, July 2019

PRESENTATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS



PRICE LIST

A

B
1 5

4
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2
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Position
Price with 

participation in the 
business club

Price with 
participation in the 

business club

1 First page, inner cover 11 000 000 sums 14 300 000 sums

2 Second and third pages 15 000 000 sums 19 500 000 sums

3 Last page, inner cover 8 500 000 sums 11 050 000 sums

4 Last page, front cover 12 000 000 sums 15 600 000 sums

5 PR article 3 000 000 sums 3 900 000 sums

6 Inside reveal (2 pages inside the magazine) 6 000 000 sums 7 800 000 sums

7
Modular advertising (1 page inside the 
magazine)

2 500 000 sums 3 250 000 sums

women

men

PORTRAIT OF THE 
READER:

SEX

AGE
16-34 years old
35-54 years old
55+

POSITION
Leaders.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .43%
Specialists.................................................28,9%
Others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .28,1%

Employment 

Education

Financial status

83,3%
73,7%

68%

41,9%
46,2%
11,9%

60%

40%



SUBSCRIPTION OR 
BUYING A CIRCUIT

up to 100 copies 20 000

from 100 to 1000 15 000

from 1000 and more 12 000

from 5000 and more 10 000

PERIODICITY:
Once in 2 months 

OUR CONTACTS :
+99893 390 00 98
info@dinara.co
dinara.co
Visit Uzbekistan Magazine
@visit_uzbekistan_

Sale of additional printing with own cover (Branded number). The 
cost of such a circulation varies from the quantity:

Price (UZS)
Price for 1 copy 

(UZS)
Price (USD)

1000 pieces 25 000 000 25 000 2 900

2000 pieces 40 000 000 20 000 4 700

3000 pieces 45 000 000 15 000 5 300

5000 pieces 55 000 000 11 000 6 500


